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ABSTRACT
We suggest to use the Hall-Littlewood version [1] of Rosso-Jones formula to define the germs of p-adic HOMFLY-PT polynomials
for torus knots [m,n], which possess at least the [m,n] ←→ [n,m] topological invariance. This calls for generalizations to other knot
families and is a challenge for several branches of modern theory.
P -adic strings got a lot of attention in late 80’s [2], after adelic property of Γ-functions was applied to the 4-point tree Veneziano
amplitude [3]. However, the failure of naive adelization of loop amplitudes [4] along with other similar problems moved the entire
subject away from the proscenium of theoretical physics (attention to it is now partly shifted to applications in biology and computer
science) – what is unjust, because it was clearly demonstrated that quantum field theory is very well suited to p-adization. In fact,
recent advances in conformal and knot theories open a new window of possibilities for p-adic physics, and this opportunity should not
be missed. There are now numerous points, where it should emerge in quite a non-trivial way, and this short letter is an attempt to
attract attention to the subject.
The story can begin from different starting points, for example, from a simple identity
N(N + 1)
2
−
N(N − 1)
2
=
N(N + 1)(N + 2)
6
−
N(N − 1)(N + 1)
3
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N(N − 1)(N − 2)
6
(1)
which has a straightforward quantum deformation:
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(2)
where [M ] = t
M−t−M
t−t−1
is the ”quantum number”.
An important interpretation of (2) is the Reidemeister invariance of the HOMFLY-PT polynomial [5]H31✷ (t|A = t
N ) for the simplest
possible knot – trefoil 31, represented as either as [2, 3] or as [3, 2] torus knot. Accordingly (2) has infinitely many generalizations
of different level of complexity – starting from equivalence of fundamental HOMFLY for [m,n] and [n,m] torus knots and ending
by equivalence between colored HOMFLY for various braid representations of arbitrarily complicated satellite knots. For modern
approaches to the problem see [6] and references at [7].
A natural question is if (1) and its generalizations can possess not only quantum, but also p-adic deformations. It would be natural
to expect such possibility, because HOMFLY polynomials are Wilson loop averages in Chern-Simons theory [8, 9, 10], which are closely
related [9, 12] to conformal blocks [11] in WZNW model [13] – which in turn possesses a free field representation [14], while free fields
have a natural p-adic counterpart in terms of a quantum field theory on Bruhat-Tits trees [15]. Surprisingly or not, this question did
not yet attract sufficient attention – and not much is known about p-adic counterparts of conformal blocks, solutions to BPZ and
KZ equations, their modular transformations, and knot polynomials. This letter is an attempt to attract attention to this circle of
problems. We shall follow here only one line of reasoning, which goes directly from identities like (2) and seems most related to the
hard questions in modern knot theory. However, by no means the more direct approaches, mentioned earlier in this paragraph, are less
important and interesting.
The most naive thing to do would be to rewrite the representation dimensions, actually appearing in (1) and (2) as ratios of
Gamma-functions and p-deform them by the usual rule
Γ(x) −→ Γp(x) =
1− px−1
1− p−x
(3)
This is, however, too naive – and does not work (in fact, more interesting from this perspective should be expressions for colored
HOMFLY a la [16], which involve Pochhammer symbols and satisfy remarkable recursions [17], closely related to the AMM/EO
topological recursion [18]).
A less naive approach is to interpret (2) as an identity between characters χR{pk} at the topological locus
pk = p
∗
k ≡
Ak −A−k
tk − t−k
=
[Nk]
[k]
, A = tN (4)
– as suggested in [19]:
A3 ·
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)
= A4 ·
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∗
[21] + t
4 · χ∗[111]
)
(5)
The two sides of this equality are just the Rosso-Jones formulas [20] for the torus HOMFLY [2, 3] and [3, 2], if the role of characters is
played by the ordinary Schur functions.
What is less trivial, (5) can be lifted to an identity, involving MacDonald polynomials [21], which depend not only on the time
variables {pk}, but also on t and on additional parameter q. According to [19],(
qA
t
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·
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This identity expresses Reidemeister invariance of superpolynomials [22] – in the same case of [2, 3] and [3, 2] braid realizations of the
torus trefoil. MacDonald polynomials here are
M[2] =
(1 + t2)(1 − q2)
2(1− q2t2)
· p2 +
(1− t2)(1 + q2)
2(1 − q2t2)
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1
2
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1
2
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with {x} = x− x−1, and an extra complication in (6) is appearance of non-trivial coefficients
c[2] = 1, c[11] =
{t2}
{qt}
, c[3] = 1, c[21] =
{t} · (q−2 + t2q−2 + t2)
{q2t}
, c[111] =
{t2}{t3}
{qt}{qt2}
(8)
Now comes the crucial point – as discovered in [1], the overloaded expressions for superpolynomials at the two sides of (6) simplify
drastically, if rewritten through Hall-Littlewood polynomials LR{t|pk} =MR{q = 0, t|pk}:
P [2,3]
✷
= (A/t)3 ·
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✷
(9)
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and
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t
A
·
{A}
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A
·
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(11)
For general torus knots the sum in the Hall-Littlewood representation of Rosso-Jones formula goes not over all Young diagrams Q
where the number of boxes |Q| is equal to the number of strands m, but the number of lines in Q is also restricted by the remainder
r in n = mk + r: l(Q) ≤ r. To emphasize the different role of q and t in (6) we mention that the limit t = 0 (with pk fixed) is very
different from (9) – and, perhaps, even more interesting, see [1] for further details.
What is important for our narrow purpose in this letter, the deformation of (1) into (9) is not only simple and beautiful – it also
possesses a p-adic interpretation. The point is that the Hall-Littlewood limit (q = 0) of MacDonald polynomials is the one, which
describes zonal spherical functions (radial solutions to Laplace-Beltrami equations) on p-adic homogeneous spaces [23], it is enough
to put t = 1/p. In [15] it was therefore suggested to consider MR{q = 0, t = p
−1|pk} as the proper p-adic substitutes of the Schur
functions. Following this logic we can call the quantity at the two sides of (9) evaluated at t = 1/p the p-adic HOMFLY polynomial
– with (9) guaranteeing its topological invariance (at least partial). Since L∗
[s]
(t) ∼
{A}
{t}
in pure symmetric representations [s] are
practically independent of s (and all provide one and the same answer for the unknot), in order to get something non-trivial one should
better pick up the first non-trivial germ dP/dq2
∣∣
q=0
, or, perhaps, consider the entire collection of coefficients in front of different powers
of q (which altogether constitute the superpolynomial – but are naturally graded by powers of q).
In the same way one can define p-adic HOMFLY for many other torus knots, for example
(t/A)n · P [2,n]
✷
= L[2](t) + q
2(1 − t4) ·
1− (qt)n−1
1− q2t2
· L[11](t) (12)
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✷
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✷
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✷
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· L[111](t)
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✷
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(
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)
· L[111](t)
. . . (13)
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Note that in all these examples, the power of polynomial in q (but not in t!) is exactly equal to that of the Alexander polynomial,
i.e. is regulated by the defect [24] of the differential expansion [25]. If true beyond these examples, this equality can provide a clue to
Hall-Littlewood expansions for non-torus knots. It also deserves mentioning, that above expansions also hold beyond the topological
locus, i.e. for extended knot polynomials of [19, 26].
Taken literally, the suggestion in this letter implies that p-adic knot polynomials are deducible from the ordinary superpolynomials,
at least for torus knots in the fundamental representation. A really interesting question would be to extend this definition from torus
to generic knots or, to begin with, to some other simple families, like twist, rational (two-bridge), pretzel, arborescent (double-fat) and
fingered 3-strand knots (see [7] for definitions and references). In other words, one should look for an independent p-adic definition of
something like the q-expansion coefficients in superpolynomials, which will be topological invariant (or Reidemeister invariant, if knots
are substituted by closed braids). This should be done despite the failure of previous attempt to find p-adic counterparts of R-matrices.
Perhaps, the situation can be similar to that with the virtual knots [28], where R-matrix formalism a la [27, 6] also breaks down – but
just a little, so that topological invariant HOMFLY polynomials can still be successfully defined [29]. In the worst case these studies
will further clarify the possible role of Hall-Littlewood expansions of knot polynomials, which remain under-investigated even in the
case of torus knots.
In fact, (5) can be alternatively rewritten [1] as
A3
t3
L[2](t
3)∗ =
A4
t4
L[3](t
4)∗ (14)
where one first substitutes the power of t instead of t into (10) and then substitute (4) for pk, without changing t – this is not the same
as simply changing t in (11), therefore we put the label ∗ into a different place. This is a very different representation from (9) and its
p-adic interpretation is somewhat less straightforward – still it also deserves attention in the search for p-adic knot invariants. Again,
the equality
(t/A)(m−1)n ·H[m,n]
✷
{t|pk} = L[m]{t
n|pk} (15)
holds for extended HOMFLY polynomials and not only on the topological locus.
To summarize, building p-adic HOMFLY polynomials seems to be within reach, but it is a certain challenge for p-adic string theory,
and work in this direction would clearly be important for a variety of branches of modern mathematical physics.
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